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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Cradle to Career: COVID Lockdown Has Accelerated the Path 
to A.I. Learning and the Technocratic Workforce 

 

By John Klyczek 

Editor’s Note: As proponents of homeschooling, it can be easy to           
overlook the trends taking place within the government school         
system. There is certainly ample reason to be concerned about          
the methods of school structure on children and society even          
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under the best conditions. John Klyczek, author of School World          
Order, is one of the foremost experts on the next level of student             
and public conditioning that is currently being greatly accelerated         
as technocrats like Bill Gates seize upon yet another opportunity          
that the coronacrisis has offered. Even if you homeschool your          
children, or don’t have children of your own, this is essential           
information to have as it adds to our levels of preparedness and            
adaptability for the world being designed around us. And if your           
children currently remain in traditional schools, perhaps this will         
serve as a cautionary tale about continuing that pursuit.  

*** 

In 1982, Special Advisor to the Department of Education’s Office          
of Research and Improvement, Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt, blew        
the whistle on Project BEST (Better Education Skills through         
Technology). A sub-project of President Ronald Reagan’s Private        
Sector Initiative, Project BEST was a plan to corporatize the          
American education system through public-private partnerships      
with Big Tech companies which replace human teachers with         
Skinnerian “teaching machines” programmed with psychological      
conditioning algorithms that train students for workforce       
placement in a planned economy.  

Now, almost fifty years later, the next phase of Project BEST is            
being rammed through under the duress of COVID-19 lockdown,         
which has forced the entire US education system to shut down           
brick-and-mortar classrooms with human teachers in order to        
convert to virtual schools that deliver online instruction through         
“adaptive learning” software (the modern digitalized version of the         
“Skinner box” teaching computers engineered for Project BEST)        
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and “socio-emotional learning (SEL)” biofeedback wearables      
(devices that data-mine students’ “stimulus-response” biometrics      
to implement Skinnerian operant-conditioning). 

While teachers and students are held virtual hostage during         
COVID lockdown, “Disaster Capitalists” are using the “Shock        
Doctrine” of “Creative Destruction” to exploit the crisis by         
deregulating the new federal rules for “Distance Learning and         
Innovation” (85 FR 18638), which relax the oversight        
requirements for “adaptive learning” systems of “artificial       
intelligence,” such as Knewton and Clever, which are both funded          
by Bilderberger Peter Thiel: the speech writer for former US          
Secretary of Education Bill Bennet, who was in charge of Project           
BEST. At the same time, emergency COVID funds are being          
dished out by the current Secretary of Ed, Betsy DeVos, as the            
Department of Ed is paying out federal CARES Act aid to finance            
school districts in their efforts to “upgrade” their “technology         
infrastructure” with adaptive-learning AI and SEL data-mining that        
can be facilitated through virtual charter-schooling corporations,       
such as K12 Inc., which was set up by Bennett and funded by             
DeVos. 

Fueled by this windfall of CARES stimulus, New York Governor          
Andrew Cuomo announced on May 5th his emergency COVID         
plans to “Build Back Better” through a partnership with the Bill and            
Melinda Gates Foundation and Bilderberger Eric Schmidt, who is         
“Technical Advisor” of Alphabet Inc., which is Google’s parent         
company. This partnership between the State of New York, the          
Technical Advisor of Google’s parent company, and the Gates         
Foundation is called “Reimagine Education”: the same subtitle        
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that Secretary DeVos has given to a special CARES competition          
called “Reimagine Workforce Preparation.” 

After much public backlash following Cuomo’s announcement to        
“Reimagine Education,” the corporate media has published no        
further reports detailing any specifics of this public-private        
educational partnership between New York, the Gates       
Foundation, and Alphabet’s CEO. But a review of the Gates          
Foundation’s educational grants over the months during COVID        
lockdown indicate that New York’s “Reimagine” partnership will        
“Build Back Better” by implementing Big Data platforms that         
aggregate adaptive-learning algorithms and SEL biometrics from       
the entire student body in order to track such cognitive-behavioral          
and socioemotional data for the purposes of prescribing students         
into workforce job castes through virtual “career pathways”        
curriculums regimented by a technocratically planned economy. 

Reimagine “Surveillance Capitalism” with InnovateEDU and      
Google Classroom 

Looking into grantees in the Gates Foundation’s “Grants”        
database, it appears that Gates contracts with the New York          
non-profit InnovateEDU, which partners with Google, are a key         
pillar of the Reimagine Education revolution being pushed by         
Gates, Cuomo, and Schmidt. In the months of April and May           
during COVID lockdown, the Gates Foundation paid out two         
grants to the New York-based InnovateEDU, which has recently         
developed a “Data Extraction Tool for Google Classroom During         
COVID-19.” By aggregating all student and teacher data collected         
through “Google Classroom Connector,” InnovateEDU’s “Data      
Extraction Tool” links up with Google’s “BigQuery” in order to          
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centralize and streamline data-mining of student-learning metrics,       
including cognitive-behavioral and socio-emotional algorithms,     
which can track students into career-pathways programmed to fill         
job quotas in a planned economy. 

Funded by a total of $2,297,584 in Gates Foundation grants,          
InnovateEDU describes itself on its website as 

a Brooklyn-based [New York] non-profit whose mission is to         
eliminate the achievement gap by accelerating innovation in        
Common Core-aligned, next generation learning models and       
tools that serve, inform, and enhance teaching and learning. 

InnovateEDU convenes students, teachers, entrepreneurs,     
and designers to re-imagine [my emphasis] and reinvent        
education… 

We address trends in education, including: growth and use         
of technology and broadband infrastructure, advances in the        
learning sciences, [and] the societal drive toward       
personalization as an aspect of education innovation. 

Notice that the New York-based InnvoateEDU self-describes its        
mission with the slogan “re-imagine . . . education,” which echoes           
the title of Governor Cuomo’s Reimagine Education partnership        
the Gates Foundation and Alphabet’s Technical Advisor, Eric        
Schmidt, who was also the former CEO of Google. 

The Brooklyn-based InnovateEDU, which “partners with      
innovation-friendly New York City public schools,” is jockeying to         
“help” with COVID “distance learning” by “personalizing” student        
edu-conditioning through “next generation learning models and       
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tools” facilitated by a corporate partnership with Google: a         
subsidiary of Alphabet Inc. where Schmidt is currently CEO.  

A press release from InnovateEDU announces that its contract         
with Google sets up a “free, open-source Google Classroom         
Connector to any school or district that utilizes G Suite for           
Education.” The PR Newswire press release, which is titled         
“InnovateEDU Develops Free, Open-Source Data Extraction Tool       
for Google Classroom During COVID-19,” states that, 

Once a school or district runs the Google Classroom         
Connector in their Google Cloud environment, they will be         
able to: 

● Bring all of the Google Classroom data to one place in           
BigQuery; 

● Gain access to a variety of Google Classroom data ranging          
from percentage of students completing assignments or the        
number of classes that have been created; 

● Copy and use InnovateEDU's Google Classroom report       
templates in their own Data Studio instance; and 

● Maintain data securely in their district's Google Cloud        
environment and allows administrators and teachers to gain        
meaningful insights into Google Classroom. 

To simplify, this corporate partnership between Google and        
InnovateEDU aggregates Google Classroom data from students       
and instructors by tabulating their teaching and learning metrics         
into the BigQuery database, which can be data-mined by school          
administrators and their public-private ed-tech partners in order to         
improve learning outcomes by “personalizing” digital lessons,       
including competency-based workforce-conditioning lessons    
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tailored to students’ unique cognitive-behavioral and      
socio-emotional psychometrics. 

In sum, five days before (April 30th) and then seven days after            
(May 12th) New York’s Governor Cuomo announced his        
Reimagine Education partnership with Alphabet’s Eric Schmidt       
and the Gates Foundation (May 5th), New York’s InnovateEDU,         
which “reimagine[s] . . . education,” received two grants from the           
Gates Foundation. Six days later (May 18th), InnovateEDU        
announced its mission to help COVID “distance learning” through         
its new BigQuery data-mining partnership with Google: a        
subsidiary of Schmidt’s Alphabet Inc. 

Google Wants to Send Your Kids Socio-Emotional “Wellness        
Checks” to Data-Mine Their “Mental Health” 

About two weeks before Cuomo announced New York’s        
Reimagine partnership with Schmidt and Gates, Google published        
an article on its Keyword blog titled “Check in on Emotional           
Well-Being During Distance Learning,” which promotes the use of         
various Google platforms to facilitate “social emotional learning” to         
help students with the added stresses of COVID lockdown. The          
author of the Google Keyword article, Alicia Salmeron, who is a           
member of the Google for Education Team, encourages teachers         
to utilize Google’s G Suite for Education (GSFE) to “[c]reate          
emotional check-in opportunities” by 

[u]s[ing] Google Forms to reach out to students with an          
emotional-health questionnaire ... The responses, which are       
collected in a Google Sheet, can guide teachers in         
identifying which students need more support. Encouraging       
students to write out their emotions is a good tool for           
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allowing students to become self-aware about what they’re        
feeling and why … Teachers can use Google Classroom to          
send wellness reminders to students—everything from a       
quick message like “Take a quick movement break!” to         
sharing a mindfulness activity from YouTube. 

With the help of InnovatEDU’s BigQuery partnership, all student         
socioemotional data recorded on Google’s GSFE platforms can        
be aggregated and data-mined to improve “personalized” SEL        
lessons that are aligned with standardized SEL “competencies”        
regimented by the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and        
Emotional Learning (CASEL), which is endorsed by Google. 

It should be noted here that GSFE, formerly known as Google           
Apps for Education (GAFE), was sued by University of         
California-Berkley students, along with hundreds of class-action       
litigants from twenty-one other states, because GAFE allegedly        
excavated their student emails to extract data for noneducational         
market R&D. Education Week reports that,  

[i]n 2014, during a federal class-action lawsuit that was         
ultimately settled, Google acknowledged to Education Week       
that it inappropriately ‘scanned and indexed’ the email        
messages of millions of students using the service. Google         
officials say the company has since stopped that practice.”         
Nonetheless, Google’s GSFE is currently under fire from        
another lawsuit filed by Mississippi State Attorney General,        
Jim Hood, who publicly stated that, “[t]hrough this lawsuit,         
we want to know the extent of Google's data mining and           
marketing of student information to third parties . . . I don't            
think there could be any motivation other than greed for a           
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company to deliberately keep secret how it collects and uses          
student information. 

With so many lawsuits filed against Google for its illegal          
data-mining of GAFE/GSFE apps, how will InnovateEDU’s       
partnership with BigQuery be used to ramp up Google’s dragnet          
practices of tracking and selling student data, including        
socioemotional-learning metrics, to third parties? 

In the meantime, during the COVID lockdown, the Gates         
Foundation has issued a $213,640 grant to the Fund for the City            
of New York “to support research around the relationship between          
growth in SEL competencies and growth in academic outcomes.”         
This Gates grant bankrolls the City of New York to finance           
competency-based SEL, which is streamlined by Google through        
the use of GSFE apps that are data-mined by BigQuery linked to            
the New York-based InnovateEDU, which is funded by the Gates          
Foundation. 

From inBloom to Learnsphere to BigQuery . . . from Big Data            
to Big Brother 

This BigQuery datahub, which compiles InnovateEDU’s Google       
Classroom data into a single digital platform, is essentially akin to           
the Learnsphere database that is modeled after the defunct         
inBloom data-cloud. In my book, School World Order: The         
Technocratic Globalization of Corporatized Education, I document       
how Learnsphere, like its inBloom predecessor, is a massive         
public-private repository that aggregates data, such as students’        
cognitive-behavioral and socio-emotional “learning analytics,”     
from schools across the globe in order to build better e-learning           
products through “machine learning” and “deep learning”       
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algorithms engineered for the purposes of evolving artificial        
intelligence for ed-tech. 

Originally called the Shared Learning Collaborative, inBloom was        
created with funding from the Gates Foundation and the Carnegie          
Corporation of New York, both of which are currently financing          
InnovateEDU. From 2011 to 2014, inBloom partnered with the         
New York City School District to tabulate copious student data          
through an operating system from the NewsCorp subsidiary        
Wireless Generation, which then aggregated these student data        
in a web cloud managed by the Amazon Corporation, which has           
also built a similar web-based computing cloud that streamlines         
data dossiers for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).  

In 2014, after fighting against testimony from the Electronic         
Privacy Information Center (EPIC), and after battling a lawsuit         
filed with the New York State Supreme Court, inBloom caved in to            
mounting public backlash against its third-party data-sharing       
practices as it terminated all of its contracts and shut down all            
operations. 

Picking up where inBloom left off, a $5 million grant from the            
federal government through the National Science Foundation was        
dispersed to Carnegie Mellon University for the purposes of         
launching Learnsphere, a not-for-profit “distributed” repository for       
digitally sharing student data with third parties including for-profit         
vendors. Learnsphere’s “distributed infrastructure” consists of      
several interconnected datahubs, including an “ASSISTments      
data repository [that] contains datasets from secondary school        
interactions with an online tutoring system, in many cases as part           
of online experiments of what learning works best.” 
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In addition, Learnsphere data-miners can utilize 

[t]he Educational Data Mining Workbench [which] support[s]       
learning scientists to perform a number of analytic tasks         
including 1) define and modify behavior categories of interest         
(e.g., gaming, unresponsiveness, off-task conversation, help      
avoidance), 2) label previously collected educational log data        
with the categories of interest, 3) validate inter-rater reliability         
between multiple labelers of the same educational log data         
corpus, and 4) provide support for running the labeled data          
through a machine-learning tool, such as WEKA or        
RapidMine. 

To simplify, Learnsphere’s “Data Mining Workbench” aggregates       
student data so that “learning scientists” can evolve AI ed-tech          
through a “machine-learning tool” that scans “learning analytics”        
from “behavior categories,” such as cognitive-behavioral      
stimulus-response algorithms and socioemotional-biofeedback    
algorithms that track “unresponsiveness, off-task conversation,      
help avoidance,” etc. 

According to Learnsphere’s LearnLab DataShops, the “learning       
scientists” who are eligible to access Learnsphere’s digital        
edu-conditioning databanks include “Educational data miner[s],”      
such as “Computer scientist[s], Psychometrician[s], [and]      
Learning analytics researcher[s]”; “Course developer[s] [and]      
Educational technology researcher[s],” such as “ITS/AIED      
researcher[s] [and] User modeling researcher[s]”; and      
“Psychologist[s],” such as “Cognitive scientist[s] [and] Educational       
psychologist[s].”  
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In brief, Learnsphere’s distributed databases are collated so that         
“learning engineers” can synthesize massive pools of students’        
psychological data for the purposes of evolving adaptive-learning        
and SEL-biofeedback algorithms to build artificial intelligence for        
ed-tech. 

Like Learnsphere and inBloom, InnovateEDU’s BigQuery      
partnership is a similar Big Data project geared to streamline and           
accelerate the evolution of socioemotional-biofeedback and      
cognitive-behavioral adaptive-learning algorithms for the purposes      
of progressively engineering “learning analytics” delivered through       
“post-human” artificial intelligence designed by Big Tech       
companies that partner with Big Government to manage a         
techno-fascist planned economy. It should be noted here that the          
Gates-funded InnovateEDU is also financed by the Chan        
Zuckerberg Foundation, the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation,        
the Silicon Valley Family Foundation, the New York Community         
Trust, and the New York City Department of Youth and          
Community Development. 

In addition, the Co-Founder and Executive Director of        
InnovateEDU, Erin Mote, has 

work[ed] with Intel, Cisco, Google and HP. Erin has served          
in an advisory capacity to the White House/OSTP’s US         
Ignite Initiative, the President’s Global Development      
Innovation Policy, the State Department’s TechCamp      
program, and the Obama Administration’s intra-agency      
process for Rio 2.0 and Rio+20. Erin served as the founding           
Chief of Party for the USAID Global Broadband and         
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Innovations Alliance – a $19.5 million global technology        
expansion project. 

It should also be noted that Mote “leads the development of           
Cortex, a next generation learning platform, student information        
system, and formative assessment engine that supports       
personalized learning.” Mote’s colleague, Nicolle Beneventano, is       
InnovateEDU’s Project Manager for Cortex, which shares its own         
“Ed-Fi operational data store (ODS)” with Learnsphere’s Big Data         
repository. 

In sum, between BigQuery and Cortex, InnovateEDU’s       
“reimagine” data-mining partnerships are expanding upon      
Learnsphere’s “distributed infrastructure” of Big Data analytics       
designed to evolve post-human AI ed-tech. 

“Disrupting” Class with “Creative Destruction” 

The Gates Foundation’s Reimagine Education initiative is part of         
its larger “Disaster Capitalist” mission to exploit COVID lockdown         
as an opportunity for “Creative Destruction” that will ram through          
the mass-institutionalization of “disruptive technologies” which      
“destroy” the tradition of human teachers in brick-and-mortar        
schoolrooms in order to “create” a new public-private industry of          
learning analytics engineered by communitarian partnerships      
between Big Tech and Big Government.  

The partnership between Google and the Gates-financed       
InnovateEDU is a prime example of how the Reimagine         
Education campaign is fueled by a “Disaster Capitalist” stratagem         
to capitalize on Joseph Schumpeter’s economic principle of        
“Creative Destruction” by heavily subsidizing “disruptive” ed-tech       
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that digitally automates school lessons through virtual classrooms        
which facilitate COVID “distance learning” by replacing human        
teachers and brick-and-mortar schoolhouses while the latter are        
forced to shut down due to COVID lockdown. According to          
InnovateEDU’s company website, “InnovateEDU is committed to       
massively disrupting [my emphasis] K-12 public education by        
focusing on the development of scalable tools and practices that          
leverage innovation, technology [my emphasis], and new human        
capital systems to improve education for all students and close          
the achievement gap.” 

By advancing “technology” to “massively disrupt . . . education” for           
the purposes of “leverag[ing] innovation,” InnovateEDU is       
explicitly proclaiming its commitment to Schumpeter’s “Creative       
Destruction” economics. And by exploiting the “Shock Doctrine” of         
COVID lockdown as an opportunity to partner with Google and          
the Gates Foundation to massively expand Big Data-mining        
through BigQuery, InnovateEDU is clearly exploiting “Disaster       
Capitalist” schemes to “Build Back Better” by enhancing its         
“creative disruption” of traditional schooling with technocratic AI        
learning analytics. 

In brief, through partnerships with BigQuery and Cortex, the         
Gates-financed InnovateEDU is fulfilling its “reimagination” of       
education by expanding ed-tech data-tracking that “massively       
disrupts” traditional schooling by streamlining massive pools of        
cognitive-behavioral and socio-emotional learning analytics to      
improve AI algorithms which will “destroy” traditional teacher        
feedback as new automated instructional algorithms are “created”        
to “disrupt” human teacher feedback with digital       
stimulus-response feedback programmed to condition students      
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for workforce “competence” in a techno-fascist planned economy        
managed by “human capital systems.” 

In alignment with the Gates Foundation’s “disruptive tech”        
partnership with InnovateEDU, the Gates philanthropy has paid        
out $1,375,414 to the Clayton Christensen Institute for Disruptive         
Innovation, which declares itself “a nonprofit, nonpartisan think        
tank dedicated to improving the world through Disruptive        
Innovation … [T]he Institute offers a unique framework for         
understanding many of society’s most pressing issues including        
education, healthcare, and economic prosperity.” 

In the fields of “K-12 Education” and “Higher Education,” the          
Clayton Christensen thinktank promotes advancements in      
“disruptive” ed-tech “Software and Hardware” (including “adaptive       
learning” courseware and other “artificial intelligence” programs).       
The thinktank also advocates for “disruptive innovation” in K-12         
and higher education through partnerships with “For-Profit       
Providers” on the cutting edge of “Data & Assessment,”         
“Personalized and Blended Learning,” “Social-Emotional Learning      
(SEL),” “Social Capital,” “Competency-Based Learning,” and      
“Workforce Readiness.” 

On May 27th during the COVID lockdown, three weeks after the           
announcement of the Gates-Schmidt-Cuomo collaboration to      
Reimagine Education, the Gates Foundation issued a special        
$294,914 grant to the Institute for Disruptive Innovation for the          
purposes of “understand[ing] what motivates districts to adopt        
continuous improvement practices to improve outcomes that are        
predictive of post-secondary success.” 
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To sum up, the Gates Foundation’s partnerships with        
InnovateEDU and the Institute for Disruptive Innovation are        
illustrative of the Gates’ philanthropy’s broader “Disaster       
Capitalist” enterprise, which is stage-managing the “Creative       
Destruction” of the old schooling system in order to usher in a            
new techno-fascist system of AI edu-conditioning that Naomi        
Klein calls a “Screen New Deal.” Built on “surveillance capitalism,”          
what Klein labels as the “Screen New Deal” is nothing less than            
the next phase of Project BEST as the Gates Foundation          
bankrolls Reimagine Education partnerships with Big Tech       
corporations that deploy “disruptive technologies” for tracking       
students’ learning analytics into psychological profiles which rank        
the students’ cognitive-behavioral and socio-emotional     
“competence” algorithms into “Social Credit Scores” that       
determine their job placement in a digital workforce caste system. 

Reimagine a Global “Screen New Deal”: Build Back a Better          
“School World Order” 

The Gates Foundation’s Screen New Deal is not limited to the           
Reimagine Education initiative in the State of New York. Indeed,          
the Gates Foundation’s “Reimagine” campaign is being mirrored        
by the US Department of Education, which has issued a national           
“Reimagine Workforce Preparation” competition that awards      
CARES stimulus money to schools applying for grants that pay for           
new “career pathways” curriculums facilitated by adaptive learning        
courseware and other virtual e-learning management systems       
online. Expanding the Screen New Deal agenda beyond the USA,          
the Gates Foundation has dumped out over a quarter billion          
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dollars in grants to “Reimagine” educational institutions across the         
globe. 

During the COVID-lockdown months from March 1st through June         
2nd, the Gates Foundation poured out at least 203 grants totaling           
no less than $228,261,262 to “Reimagine” education systems        
across the globe. These Gates grants financed corporate charter         
schools, public-private community schools, virtual/online     
edu-corporations, ed-tech companies, socioemotional-learning    
non-profits and universities on basically every continent.       
Altogether, these combined grants set up public-private ed-tech        
infrastructures for “social distance” learning networks to be AI         
data-mined by Chinese-style “Social Credit” algorithms which       
score students’ cognitive-behavioral, socio-emotional, and     
biological health metrics to determine the students’ access to         
education, employment, healthcare, housing, transportation, and      
even due process. 

● Post-Human AI Ed-Tech: More than 10% of this quarter         
billion dollars was allocated “for the advancement of        
post-human education through the technocratic digitalization      
of teaching and learning. Specifically, $29,639,942 was       
assigned to pay for improvements in “internet connectivity,”    
“ed-tech,” “instructional systems,” “virtual instruction,” “virtual      
tutoring,” “simulations,” “artificial intelligence,” “machine     
learning,” and other digital “tools” and “computer” platforms        
to provide “distance learning” and “blended learning” that        
utilize “data” and “algorithms” to enable “self-directed       
learning” and “personalize[d] learning” for     
“competency-based education.” 
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● Corporate-Fascist Workforce Planning: Another 9.8%    
($22,523,954) has been allotted to finance the    
corporatization of education through public-private charter      
schools, including virtual charter schools and other “school        
choice” programs, including “workforce development” and      
“economic planning” projects, such as “career pathways,”       
“cradle-to-career,” and other “school-to-work” initiatives for      
“lifelong learning.” 

● COVID Tech Upgrades for “Distance Learning” and       
“Contact Tracing”: Another 24% ($56,404,599) is issued       
specifically for COVID expenses, including technology      
infrastructure upgrades to facilitate “distance learning” and  
other “social distancing” procedures along with COVID       
“surveillance” for testing, tracking, and treatment. It should        
be noted that an additional $119,284,137 (52%) are        
disseminated to “Global Health” projects at universities, such        
as “human organ chip” research and “vaccine” studies        
between Zheijiang University of China and GAVI (the       
Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations), which       
partners with Microsoft at the ID2020 Global Biometric       
Identification project: an international thinktank that promotes       
an Orwellian version of blockchain technologies to       
“microchip” the whole planet. 

With more than a quarter billion dollars dumped into a hi-tech           
concoction of post-human AI ed-tech that tracks psychometric        
and biometric data for workforce placement and contact tracing of          
COVID-19, it is evident that the Gates Foundation’s technocratic         
stratagem to “Reimagine” global education is aiming to “Build         
Back Better” by setting up a global surveillance grid that institutes           
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a worldwide system of dystopian “Social Credit,” which will utilize          
the “internet of things” to data-mine students’ digital psychological         
profiles in order to virtually dictate whether they get access to           
schools, jobs, hospitals, housing, transportation, and even due        
process. 

Welcome to the School World Order. 

*** 

John Klyczek has an MA in English and has taught college           
rhetoric and research argumentation for over eight years. His         
literary scholarship concentrates on the history of global eugenics         
and Aldous Huxley’s dystopic novel, Brave New World. He is the           
author of School World Order: The Technocratic Globalization of         
Corporatized Education (TrineDay Books); and he is a contributor         
to the Centre for Research on Globalization, OpEdNews, the         
Intrepid Report, the Dissident Voice, Blacklisted News, Activist        
Post, News With Views, The Saker, Rense News, David Icke          
News, Natural News, and the SGT Report. He is also the Director            
of Writing and Editing at Black Freighter Productions (BFP)         
Books. His website is schoolworldorder.info. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Entrepreneurship In The Dim Age 

 

By Vin Armani 

Those who follow me on Twitter or participate in the Counter           
Markets private Telegram group have, no doubt, seen me         
mention “The Dim Age.” This is the term I am using to describe             
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the new state of consciousness that the global culture has          
entered.  

It is clear that “something has changed.” We are constantly          
seeing the recognition of “the new normal,” and it isn’t just lip            
service. Behaviors that would be considered unthinkable in the         
West just last year, like the state mandating face masks in public,            
are taken in stride by a critical mass of people as though nothing             
is amiss. This signals to me that there is a sweeping change in             
the consciousness – the value hierarchy – of the culture as a            
whole.  

Profit-seeking is problem-solving. To be successful, an       
entrepreneur must have a firm grasp of the value system of his            
culture in order to anticipate problems and provide solutions that          
resonate with the broadest possible customer base. In this article,          
I will give a cursory description of The Dim Age, show examples            
of the cycle which demonstrates the nature of the change, and           
provide insights into leveraging the change in pursuit of profit. 

Culture is an emergent phenomenon, subject to the mechanism         
which governs evolution. Culture is best understood as the set of           
behaviors, shared among a particular population, that allow the         
individuals in that population to efficiently organize in order to          
maximize survival and reproduction.  

Cultures are always dependent on the environment. I currently         
live on the island of Saipan, in the Marianas island chain. The            
Guinness Book Of World Records lists this part of the Pacific           
Ocean as the place on the planet with the most consistent           
climate. The temperature here is always in a narrow band of           
between 75 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit. As one might imagine,          
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the native Chamorro and Marshallese cultures have no memes –          
the psychological equivalent of genes, building blocks of culture –          
related to snow. However, the cultures here, particularly the         
Marshallese cultures, have a huge memetic storehouse related to         
the exploitation (primarily for food) and navigation of the ocean. 

Indigenous cultures, those cultures that emerged (and survive) in         
a particular environment and have not had extensive contact with          
outside cultures (those that emerged in a different environment),         
have found an ecological niche and, at a certain point, stop           
evolving. The population is able to sustain itself indefinitely and          
the culture only changes at the glacial pace of environmental          
change.  

“Civilizational cultures” are a different breed. The hallmark of         
civilization is expansion and exploration. In the course of this          
expansion, civilizations come into contact with new environments        
and new cultures. Each contact adds new memes into the pool,           
and the culture necessarily undergoes an evolutionary process. 

When historians look at ancient civilizations, they describe “eras,”         
“periods,” and “dynasties.” These are definable cultural moments        
with specific religious, artistic, governmental, and economic       
norms. As those cultural norms change, historians describe the         
emergence of a new “cultural age.” The speed at which new           
memes enter the cultural memetic pool is the speed at which           
these changes occur. This necessarily means that improved        
communication and transportation technologies increase the      
speed of cultural evolution. Not only are there macrosomic shifts          
in cultures, civilizations breed subcultures which have their own         
cultural evolution in the microcosm. 
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For millennia, it has been understood by the “priest class” of every            
civilizational culture that there are cycles of cultural evolution. The          
Rigvedas, written on the Indian subcontinent sometime between        
1700 B.C. and 1100 B.C., describe the varna (caste/class) system          
still practiced (albeit less stringent) in India today. I have done           
much work over the years in detailing how this system is a            
description of a repeating four-part cycle of cultural evolution.         
These four classes or stages are: 

● Shudra (Commoner) – In this stage, people live in constant          
fear of the environment and are at the whim of nature. 

● Ksattriya (Warrior) – From among the common people,        
warriors emerge who have the courage to confront and         
conquer the environment. These become chiefs and kings. 

● Brahmin / Vipra (Priest / Thinker) – In order to outcompete           
other kings, a king brings a “court” of the smartest people in         
his society around him. Eventually, these advisors wield the         
true power in society during an age where the priest class           
dominates. 

● Vaeshya (Merchant) – As the thinker class grows, the         
percentage of individuals in society producing food and      
other necessities begins to shrink. Vaeshyas develop       
economic tools to create maximum abundance and efficient   
distribution of resources. These tools express themselves as        
markets. Eventually, these markets corrupt and collapse,       
beginning the cycle all over again. 

In about 700 B.C., the Greek poet Hesiod described a similar           
four-part cycle he called “The Ages Of Man.” Hesiod describes          
the ages as follows: 
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● Golden Age – Peace and harmony prevailed during this age.          
Humans did not have to work to feed themselves, for the           
earth provided food in abundance. They lived to a very old           
age but with a youthful appearance and eventually died         
peacefully. 

● Silver Age – Men in the Silver Age lived for one hundred            
years under the dominion of their mothers. They lived only a           
short time as grown adults and spent that time in strife with            
one another. 

● Bronze Age – Men of the Bronze Age were hardened and           
tough, as the war was their purpose and passion. Their          
armor was forged of bronze, as were their homes, and tools.           
The men of this Age were undone by their own violent ways            
and left no named spirits. 

● Heroic Age – The Heroic Age is the one age that does not             
correspond with any metal. As such, it can be thought of as            
a transitional period between ages, as opposed to an age          
unto itself. It is also, in Hesiod’s model, the only age that            
improves upon the age it follows. 

● Iron Age – Hesiod finds himself in the Iron Age. During this            
age, humans live an existence of toil and misery. Children         
dishonor their parents, brother fights with brother and the         
social contract between guest and host is forgotten. During         
this age, might makes right, and bad men use lies to be            
thought good. At the height of this age, humans no longer           
feel shame or indignation at wrongdoing; babies will be born          
with gray hair and the gods will have completely forsaken          
humanity: "there will be no help against evil." 
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Around the time of Christ, the Roman poet Ovid again visited the            
four ages. Saint Jerome of Stridon reworked the same age          
structure in a Christian vernacular around 400 A.D. It is from           
these three sources that we get the term “Golden Age” as           
representing “the height” of a cultural phenomenon (i.e. “The         
Golden Age of Cinema”). 

It is notable that, in comparing the Oriental varna system with the            
Occidental age system, while the periods themselves clearly map         
onto each other (even down to the metals used by each class),            
the “arrow of time” appears to be inverted. The varna system           
seems to be a system that builds from iron/shudra to          
vaeshya/golden while the age system collapses, going in the         
opposite order. In my view, this indicates mere perspective. If you           
are riding on a Ferris wheel, half of the time you are moving             
upward to the peak and half of the time you are descending from             
the peak. So, we can view the cycle of cultural evolution in a             
civilization as a movement between a shining, luminescent        
“Golden Age,” and an “Iron Age” that represents the dark, nearly           
black hue of iron ore. This can also be symbolically represented           
as the light of day, with the sun at its height representing the             
golden age, afternoon and morning representing the silver age,         
sunrise and sunset representing the bronze age (and the         
transitional age of heroes), and night representing the iron age. 

My belief is that our global culture is currently on a decline,            
leaving the greater Vaeshya Age and returning to a new cycle in a             
new greater Shudra Age. We are moving into the iron period of an             
age whose height was marked, in the West, by the turn of the             
20th century. It is no coincidence that we see the inevitable major            
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corruption of the vaeshya system (the global financial system) in          
the decade and a half following the year 1900. The decline was            
kicked into gear at the moment the culture tipped. 

There is no doubt that some readers, if they have even made it             
this far, are entirely skeptical of the thesis I am laying out. Simply             
the fact that these concepts are ancient doesn’t necessarily make          
them right. After all, haven't we been taught that the ancients           
were a bunch of superstitious brutes with no grasp of the vast            
scientific knowledge we have at our disposal? 

As a demonstration, and to add some levity to the subject, let’s            
take a look at the aesthetic movement of a particular American           
subculture. In this case, the music genre that is broadly called           
“Hard Rock” by Billboard Magazine, the curator of the         
industry-standard sales charts. As I said earlier, these cycles are          
also evident in subcultures. So, let’s briefly take a visual tour of            
the hard rock aesthetic in the 40-year period from the 1970s to            
the 2010s and see how the look of the genre went from “light”             
(gold) to “dark” (iron) and back over that period. 
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We begin in 1976 with the KISS album Destroyer. Although the           
music itself would hardly be considered “dark” by today’s         
standards (and the band itself is quite “fun”), their very purposeful           
aesthetic is iron black, sprinkled with, albeit whimsical, “horror”         
elements. 
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Seven years later, in 1983, we had Mötley Crüe. The influences           
from KISS are undeniable. However, we see the lightening of the           
aesthetic. The face make-up is more subdued (or removed         
completely), and bright colors appear in the clothing. This was the           
beginning of the Golden Age of Hair Metal which, at its zenith,            
was represented by an almost complete lack of darkness and          
complete flamboyance and decadence, called “Glam Rock.” 
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The “answer” to the illuminated brightness of Glam Rock         
exploded into the consciousness fully in 1991 with the rise of           
Metallica. This dark sound and aesthetic, similarly pioneered by         
the bands Megadeth, Anthrax, and Slayer, had been building         
throughout the 1980s but wasn’t able to get a true cultural           
foothold until Glam Rock had come into full decadence and then           
began to corrupt and quickly decay. 
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Metallica is notable in the context of this cycle because their pop            
sensibility guided them in altering their aesthetic, remaking        
themselves several times so as to always be relevant in their           
current age. Metallica in 1991 (as seen above) are the epitome of            
iron darkness. 
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Also notable in 1991, we see the parallel rise of Nirvana and the             
beginning of the Grunge era. The themes and aesthetic of this           
band in particular (not to mention the demise of its front man)            
epitomize iron darkness. 

 

As a reaction to themselves, Metallica, in 1996 did a complete           
180-degree turn to the light. Gone is the long hair and all black             
clothing. Now they were shooting press photos at the beach,          
wearing shorts and white, the lightest color possible. Another         
ascent to gold had begun. 
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Five years later, in 2001, Limp Bizkit scores a #1 hit on the Hard              
Rock charts with “Rollin’.” The aesthetic influences of 1996         
Metallica are clear. This is one of the bands in a scene that had              
begun to bridge hard rock with hip hop and electronic music, even            
integrating a DJ into the band. 
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This movement toward the light got really shiny, really fast. The           
video for “Rollin’” literally features Fred Durst and a group of           
dancing girls in a brightly lit (silver) “disco” setting. Pure          
luminescence. 
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Ever the aesthetic geniuses, Metallica answers the shine of the          
early and mid-2000s with a return to the #1 spot on the hard rock              
charts and a return to iron darkness in 2008. Importantly, the           
album which saw this aesthetic return, Death Magnet, was         
produced by Rick Rubin, super producer and co-founder, along         
with Russell Simmons, of the legendary hip hop record label, Def           
Jam. The melding of hip hop and hard rock (begun in the ‘80s by              
Run DMC and Aerosmith with “Walk This Way”) was complete. 
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The Internet changed everything. The speed of communication        
and dissemination of music had increased to such a great degree           
that it was only a mere 3 years later that the rise to luminous gold               
was already well underway in the guise of LMFAO. Notably, they           
are the son and grandson, respectively, of Motown Records         
founder Berry Gordy, and thus well equipped to leverage the          
cultural moment. They captured the #1 Billboard spot multiple         
times in 2011 and 2012 with a glam rock aesthetic and a hip hop              
meets electronic sound that they called “Party Rock.” 
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One would have to be blind to not see the parallels between the             
aesthetic of LMFAO in 2011 and David Lee Roth (former front           
man for glam rock legends Van Halen) in 1985. 

A look at the history or any artistic movement (or even the careers             
of individual artists) yields similar patterns of an ascent to (gold)           
light followed by a descent to (iron) darkness. The cultural curve           
is a much wider arc that takes many generations to move from            
apex to bottom and back. On a wide historical curve, the West            
can be seen as beginning an ascent with the rise of Alexander            
The Great, continuing through classical Greek and Roman times         
and entering a descent after the fall of Rome. After Rome fell, the             
period appropriately known as The Dark Ages began. The culture          
bottomed out in darkness and the period marking another ascent          
to light is called The Renaissance (“rebirth”). The culture         
ascended into The Enlightenment, a “golden age” in which         
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seminal events such as the founding of The United States of           
America occurred. From the mid-1800s through 1900, Western        
culture expanded outward, conquering much of the globe with         
huge empires. It is during this period that the “light” motif is            
prominent: “The sun never sets on The British Empire.” At the           
heart of the imperial machine was international trade, the mark of           
a vaeshya (merchant) age. 

At the turn of the 20th century, and for the ensuing 120 years, the              
West has been in decline. International banking and finance         
became corrupt (introduction of The Federal Reserve) at the         
same moment that World War I began. The “national” character of           
the old empires has given way to opaque corporate control.          
“Science,” which had been the crowning achievement of The         
Enlightenment, has once again given way to superstition. It         
should be no surprise that, once again, there is a not-insignificant           
percentage of the population that believes the world is flat and a            
piece of cloth can protect you from a virus. 

Profit seeking is problem solving. Entrepreneurs exist in all ages,          
but the problems that need solving in a golden age are not the             
problems that need solving in an iron age. I am calling this iron             
age The Dim Age because, unlike in The Dark Ages (5th to 15th             
centuries A.D.), I don’t believe that knowledge will be “lost.” The           
light won’t be extinguished, but it will become increasingly difficult          
to find. This provides an orientation for the erstwhile Dim Age           
entrepreneur. In an age of light, a golden age, the problem is            
filtering information from an abundance. In The Dim Age, the          
problem is guiding others to information, guiding people to the          
light. 
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Golden ages provide a variety of ready-made goods and services.          
It is the entrepreneur’s job to put his pre-packaged offering in front            
of a market and audience which already has some variety of that            
class of item available.  

In iron ages, the entrepreneur sells knowledge of how to make a            
product or conduct a service and perhaps also offers base          
components or regents to those who are in search of the           
knowledge.  

In The Dark Ages, alchemy flourished. Alchemists were primarily         
in search of the texts containing the instructions (recipes) for          
powerful concoctions. Beginning with the Renaissance,      
apothecaries, individuals who created and sold packaged and        
prepared medicines and potions, supplanted alchemists. Groups       
like The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries, founded in 1617 in          
London (and still in operation today with thousands of members)          
is the progenitor of both the pharmaceutical and biotechnology         
industries.  

If we look at the reaction to the corruption of Big Pharma and Big              
Ag, we see a return to the alchemist model: do-it-yourselfers (like           
you, dear reader) who value the information that allows them to           
grow their own food and make the best informed decisions for           
nutrition and health (for themselves and their loved ones). 

As an entrepreneur in The Dim Age, information is your          
stock-in-trade. As valuable information becomes even more       
censored and hidden from view, your ability to both leverage and           
sell such information is the key to your success.  
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I constantly write about the need for community in the current era.            
The most valuable communities in an iron age look like the guilds            
of The Dark Ages, groups of individuals with some requisite level           
of knowledge (a “professional level”) in a particular subject who          
both initiate novices into the knowledge and simultaneously        
evolve the overall knowledge base through their constant        
interaction with one another. When you see an opportunity to be a            
part of a Dim Age guild (it likely won’t be called a “guild,” though,              
so don’t expect it to be so obvious) jump at the opportunity. 

One of the results of the current economic crisis will be a            
shuttering of many of the businesses that provided the (golden)          
variety of goods and services to which we have become          
accustomed. A few mega-corporations will subsume those fallen        
enterprises. We should expect that the variety of goods and          
services of any given class will greatly diminish. Specialty items          
will become increasingly hard to find as supply chains readjust to           
the global economic contraction.  

If you know how to create or source specialty items, especially           
esoteric tools used by important professions, you stand to have          
big entrepreneurial wins in The Dim Age. Such procurement         
includes human resources, skilled artisans and tradesmen who        
can provide in-demand goods or services. Again, connections        
with like-minded individuals in guild-like networks become crucial. 

When we take a high-level view of the mechanics at work, we            
start to get a sense for why the Medieval guilds had a reputation             
for being secretive and exclusive. When knowledge and        
connections are your most valuable assets, you become highly         
protective of both. This is the “occult” (hidden) aspect of an iron            
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age, as opposed to the full open expression of knowledge that is            
found in a golden age. 

There is no doubt that we are in the midst of massive change, the              
shift to a new paradigm. Looking at historical cycles and          
acknowledging that they have been seen by observers of         
civilization since ancient times gives us an orientation for our own           
activities as we seek profit in the times to come. I look forward to              
exploring these ideas more in the pages of Counter Markets and,           
if you haven’t already, I hope you will join us in the            
subscriber-only private Telegram mastermind group. It’s our own        
guild and of immense value as we ride the wheel of fortune for             
another go-round. 
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SURVIVAL 
 

How Bad Will The Food Crisis Get? 

 
By Jeff Paul 
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We live in unprecedented times. Everything is changing faster         
than anyone can keep up. When aliens arriving at the end of 2020             
becomes a common meme, no event is too bizarre to consider in            
this environment. Yet, we can’t control aliens, politics, pandemics,         
economic depressions, race wars or the climate. The best thing          
we can do right now is to make ourselves more resilient to            
withstand the consequences of these changes. The biggest        
consequence may be a food crisis that hasn’t been seen in the            
United States since the first pilgrims arrived. That is something we           
can prepare for and survive depending how bad it gets. 
 
Previous issues of Counter Markets have covered various ways to          
prepare for a food crisis, but we haven’t fully explored how bad            
the food crisis could get.  
 
This topic still confuses me. Some days I think the dominoes are            
falling in the direction of full-blown famines, and other days I think            
the wealth of the United States will cushion the impact. It’s hard to             
imagine Americans starving to death, but drastic societal        
changes, a shifting climate cycle, and a deliberate agenda to          
consolidate food production could result in very difficult times. 
 
Let’s examine some of the data points to attempt to find some            
clarity. 
 
Social Indicators 
 
The plandemic, civil unrest, supply chain disruption and economic         
collapse are already affecting the food supply, resulting in         
temporary shortages and higher prices. Although meat was back         
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in stock at my local Costco (at higher prices), this week toilet            
paper, canned corn, green beans and a few other staples were           
missing. Many say that this is how the man-made Holodomor          
famine began in Ukraine, slowly and then all at once. 
 

The term Holodomor emphasises the famine's man-made       
and intentional aspects, such as rejection of outside aid,         
confiscation of all household foodstuffs, and restriction of        
population movement. (Source: Wiki) 

 
Plandemic 
 
It has become clear that Covid-19 (if even real) is not a very             
dangerous disease, yet people are still afraid of it and          
governments are happy to continue grabbing more power. In         
many areas around the world, farms and food producers are          
being shut down by governments or workers who are refusing to           
show up due to fear of positive Covid cases. And social distancing            
guidelines are making them far less efficient than normal. This          
creates a domino path that is not easy to rebuild once it’s knocked             
over. 
 
Meatpacking in the US is nearly back to normal after mass           
processing shutdowns and livestock culling. The fallout from the         
stoppage is still unknown. Yes, prices are a bit higher, but there            
are many small farmers and ranchers who are suffering         
financially. However, meatpackers around the world are still        
shutting down or operating well below normal capacity due to          
illness or new social distancing guidelines.  
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After 670 migrant farm workers recently tested positive in Ontario,          
Canada, the government ordered farms to stop work! Ontario         
Premier Doug Ford suggested that forcing farms to close could          
prevent other farmers from cooperating with health officials. You         
think? 
 
CDC guidelines that all agriculture work sites “should” follow         
include masks, gloves and other hygiene requirements; social        
distancing at work, shelter and transportation; and limiting        
duration of contact migration to work at other farms. But none of            
that seems to be working. 
 
Farm workers and factory workers are testing positive for         
coronavirus at high rates. Despite the overwhelming lack of         
symptoms, some workers fear coming to work. Meanwhile,        
businesses fearing lawsuits continue to close or reduce        
operations while the alleged pandemic persists.  
 
A recent Reuters story about an auto factory in India illustrates all            
the dynamics involved. Out of 8000 employees, only 250 tested          
positive for coronavirus. The owner wants to continue production         
but some employees are scared, and the union wants to          
temporarily close the plant. 
 
Interestingly, this factory was following all of the same guidelines          
the CDC recommends for farm workers and it wasn’t effective. 
 
Reuters reports: 
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Workers and union leaders say Bajaj has taken steps to          
ensure social distancing on the factory floor and in its          
cafeteria, besides arranging separated seating on its buses        
and providing masks and sanitisers for staff. 
 
“On the assembly line, multiple people touch the same         
engine. We were wearing gloves but still caught the virus,”          
said one worker who was in hospital after testing positive for           
COVID-19. 
 

It seems the bogus testing of asymptomatic people will keep the           
plandemic going. Therefore, it will likely continue to disrupt         
production and supply chains of all types. However, because         
Covid is less dangerous to human health than previously         
advertised, it alone doesn’t appear capable of bringing about         
wide-scale famines. 
 
Civil Unrest 
 
Civil unrest usually has an expiration date, even if driven by           
desperation. The current civil unrest happening around the world         
is destructive and disruptive to the communities that experience         
them. Most riots and protests are occurring in major city centers.           
These areas already don’t produce any of their own food and           
could soon feel the effects. 
 
A June 2020 survey by CDL Life found that 79% of truck drivers             
would not deliver to cities that defund or disband the police force.            
“For my own safety and security of my customers’ loads, I have            
already informed my dispatcher that I will refuse all loads to cities            
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that have defunded their police departments,” one truck driver         
commented. 
 
At the very least, if civil unrest continues, we can expect food            
delivery costs to increase for those areas. Higher prices for food           
during a sharp economic downturn could be catastrophic for         
cities. 
 
Economic Collapse 
 
A far-reaching economic collapse could turn food shortages into a          
full-blown crisis even in developed countries. The economic        
shutdowns are already causing famines in Africa and other fragile          
regions. We’ve seen multiple stories of long lines of cars for food            
banks in multiple cities around the United States. As nearly 30           
million Americans remain newly unemployed, food banks are        
stretched thin. The situation is sparking calls for urgently         
expanding the food stamp program – exactly as Vin Armani          
predicted from the beginning of this crisis. 
 
The question is, how long can the government keep printing          
money before the consequences are felt by the entire economy?          
The day of reckoning for the debt is coming. The creation of more             
money for the express purpose of buying food without a          
corresponding increase in the food supply will result in higher          
prices for everyone. What happened to prices when the         
government injected money into housing, health care and college         
education? Prices rise. 
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I’m constantly amazed at the Fed’s ability to keep the economy           
propped up with funny money. My feeling is that the government           
will print whatever it takes to subsidize food in a variety of ways.             
Some measures will artificially reduce prices from their natural         
costs; and others, like EBT for everyone, could make food cost           
more. But I do not believe people will starve to death in America             
unless there’s an orchestrated currency collapse or the next two          
data points unfold. 
 
Grand Solar Minimum 
 
Winter is coming! 
 

 
 
There is a solar minimum happening in 2020. A solar minimum is            
a period in the Sun’s solar cycle that occurs every 11 years where             
sunspot activity diminishes, leading to a weaker energy output.         
Solar minimums result in cooler temperatures and changing        
weather patterns that could affect agriculture globally. A grand         
solar minimum is a cycle where the Sun hibernates for decades.           
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In the past, grand solar minimums caused famine and societal          
upheaval. Will this one? 
 
NASA and other agencies have long predicted a solar minimum          
for 2020. The question is whether lower solar output will persist           
for several years or return to levels humans have enjoyed for           
much of the last 200 years. 
 

 
SpaceWeather wrote in May of this year:  
 

So far this year, the sun has been blank 76% of the time, a              
rate surpassed only once before in the Space Age. Last          
year, 2019, the sun was blank 77% of the time. Two           
consecutive years of record-setting spotlessness adds up to        
a very deep Solar Minimum, indeed. 

 
NASA claims that “there is nothing to see here,” that the solar            
minimum will not result in a “mini ice age.” In fact, NASA’s Climate             
Change Team claims Earth will continue warming during a grand          
solar minimum: 
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Even if a Grand Solar Minimum were to last a century, global            
temperatures would continue to warm. Because more factors        
than just variations in the Sun's output change global         
temperatures on Earth, the most dominant of those today         
being the warming coming from human-induced greenhouse       
gas emissions. 
 

They actually say “The warming caused by the greenhouse gas          
emissions from the human burning of fossil fuels is six times           
greater than the possible decades-long cooling from a prolonged         
Grand Solar Minimum.” 
 
Really? They start from the assumption that human-caused        
warming is a proven theory with better modeling than solar cycles.           
We can only hope NASA is right that warming will continue           
through a prolonged solar minimum. 
 
Even if the current solar minimum doesn’t last for decades, food           
production and prices can be affected. Records going back         
centuries record huge spikes in grain prices almost every 11          
years following normal solar minimums. 
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Others warn that it could be much worse than the average           
minimum at the end of a cycle. 
 
Valentina Zharkhova, a professor at Northumbria University’s       
department of mathematics, physics and electrical engineering,       
says: 

The reduction in temperature will result in cold weathers on          
Earth, wet and cold summers, cold and wet winters. 
 
We will possibly get big frosts as is happening now in           
Canada where they see [temperatures] of -50C. 
 
But this is only the start of GSM, there is more to come in the               
next 33 years. 
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Another team of solar scientists expect this solar minimum to be           
as large as the Dalton or even Maunder Minimum:  
  

The current solar cycle 24 is the lowest sunspot cycle in 100            
years and the third in a trend of diminishing sunspot cycles.           
Solar physicists expect cycle 25 to be even smaller than          
Cycle 24 and expect the sun to move into a new minimum,            
comparable with the Dalton or even the Maunder Minimum. 

 
A grand minimum comparable to those in the past could have           
devastating consequences for modern agriculture. We’re already       
seeing extremely odd flooding and cool weather events taking a          
toll on food production. 
 
Here’s just one recent example: 
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According to researchers, the timing of grand solar minimums 
correlates with major famines and upheavals throughout history. 
Watch this video for more details.  
 
If this minimum persists or gets even worse, growing food will be 
far more challenging and it will become very expensive. 
 
Agenda to Control Food 
 
There’s a compelling conspiracy interview from 2011 by Bill Ryan          
of an insider who said engineered famine was definitely on the           
table for “downsizing humanity.” He said they plan on ending          
pesticide use and factory farming and then blame “activists” for          
the famines. The interview is long and tedious and goes into           
bizarre topics, but the food agenda always stuck with me. 
 
Since then, an agenda to control food has come more into focus            
with Bill Gates leading the charge. An entire book can be written            
about his involvement in controlling food through GMOs, seed         
patents, artificial meat, and his doomsday seed vault.  
 
Lately, the corporate media have been demonizing natural        
livestock farming as dirty, and lab-created meat as “clean meat.”          
And globalist organizations like the World Economic Forum        
announced that the “Great Reset” will include defunding        
traditional agriculture in favor of automation and engineered food. 
 
This agenda is now trickling down to government policy. Germany          
recently announced that it is seeking to deliberately make meat          
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more expensive to incentivize consumption of fake meat. Read         
more about the meatless agenda in our previous issue. 
 
To be fair, the industrial food industry is disgusting and probably           
should be phased out. Real food like pasture-raised meat should          
cost much more than feed-lot animals eating GMO        
pesticide-laced corn. 
 
However, too sharp of a transition would cause drastic food          
shortages. And it appears that’s where we are headed. 
 
So how bad can the food crisis get? It could get very ugly if              
circumstances continue to unfold as they are. But it will likely take            
many years to be felt deeply around the world. That means we            
have time to prepare. Get busy! 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

How Home Food Production Can Protect Your Property Value 

 

By Jason Erickson 

As the economy continues to crash across nearly every sector,          
those who have maintained their income and their property         
continue to seek the best ways to maximize both.  
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The real estate market is naturally enduring the brunt of the           
collapse. Here is a quick snapshot of articles that show where           
interest in real estate is trending: 

● Pandemic-Weary New Yorkers Spark Housing Boom In       
Suburban New Jersey 

● Housing Market Outside New York City Booms As City         
Dwellers Flee 

● Manhattan Apartment Sales Plummet, Worst In Three       
Decades 

● Wealthy Homeowners In 'Mad Rush' To Flee San Francisco 
● As U.S. Cities Crumble, Demand For Rural And Suburban         

Properties Is Soaring 
● San Francisco Rent Drops Most On Record As People Flee          

For Suburbs 
● Families Turn To Off-Grid Living And Self Reliance As         

Pandemic Lead To Urban Exodus 

It’s clear that people are heading out of cities if possible. In fact, a              
trend search for “urban exodus” in the U.S. makes this even more            
apparent when we look at the range of time beginning more or            
less with the start of the outbreak until today. 
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This is certainly not great news for those who own city properties 
and are unable to either pick up and leave or get lucky enough to 
score a quick sale and get out to the countryside. For those who 
need to stay put, adaptability is the name of the game … and 
people are nothing if not adaptable when they put their minds to it.  

A recent Forbes article brought to light a microtrend emerging at 
many luxury city properties that demonstrates what is starting to 
finally be valued during our current time of extreme necessity. 

There might be an easy strategy for any property owner to not 
only preserve your home’s value during this crisis, but perhaps 
even increase its value, all while increasing your own food 
security. 

New York real estate journalist Donna Olshan writes in Forbes 
that “A Terrace Or Garden Is The Answer To Coping With COVID 
In The City.” 

Of the 16 contracts signed at $4 million and above in May, 
seven were either apartments that featured terraces or 
townhouses with gardens. You could make the argument 
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that outdoor space is becoming a must-have pandemic 
feature.  

Naturally, there is bound to be a premium placed on having a            
location where one can enjoy the outdoors without the threat of           
being shamed by a mask-wearing public or the compliance police,          
and endure the lockdown in relative peace and quiet. Moreover,          
as I discussed in my previous article for Counter Markets issue           
32, there are proven mental health benefits of gardening that have           
been studied in addition to general feelings of well-being when          
surrounded by nature.  

At a time when people are facing perhaps the worst conditions in            
human history for mental health and financial prosperity, it’s a          
great time to focus on a potential quick solution for both. This is             
what that realization looks like at the luxury level: 

By April 11, the Robertsons had had enough, and returned to           
their Manhattan apartment, where they tended to their        
1,000-square-foot-plus terrace garden as the pandemic      
raged on throughout the city. They took shelter high in the           
sky, planting lettuce, tomatoes, radishes, broccoli rabe,       
peppers, eggplant and herbs. They also have fig and peach          
trees and strawberry and blueberry bushes. “When we take         
produce to our friends, we tell them that it’s from our           
Manhattan farm,” said Betsy Robertson.  

The rest of the Robertsons’ terrace is lushly landscaped with          
rose trees, hydrangeas, sage, geranium, peonies, clematis,       
phlox, lilacs and shrubs of various varieties. They often eat          
outdoors amidst their fantastical garden and have music        
piped in. 
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Although this is just a single anecdote recounted by a family that            
hardly seems to be struggling, it represents the essence of          
adaptability and survival and it can be employed at any level           
throughout the economic spectrum.  

Here is how one Manhattan broker phrases the importance of this           
feature: 

“A terrace is very important now,” said Manhattan broker         
Michele Kleier of Kleier Residential. “You don’t know how         
long COVID is going to last—especially if you don’t want to           
be exposed to other people. ” Ms. Kleier added, “ A lot of my              
clients now say that they want either a townhouse or an           
apartment with a terrace. Personally, I’d kill to have a          
terrace.” 

It’s not the terrace she’d kill for; it’s the freedom of a self-sufficient             
lifestyle with a bit of peace and quiet that she’d kill for.  

Anyone who has bought or sold a home knows how important           
“staging” is. It used to be soft music, the correct lighting, and            
some pleasant-smelling incense. Now it might be an atmosphere         
of self-sufficiency with the aroma of fresh herbs and a whiff of            
topsoil that could seal the deal. Financial benefits aside, an added           
threat of imminent food shortages due to supply chain disruptions          
proves that there is little time to waste. 

One of the easiest ways to get started quickly is to go high-tech,             
especially for those who don’t have a dedicated outdoor area. A           
friend of Counter Markets, Neenah Payne, has dabbled over the          
years with her own food production at her apartment in Brooklyn,           
New York.  
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Note: none of these products contain affiliate links, they are only           
offered as additional information. 

As she recounts, she initially bought one of the smaller products           
from Aerogarden shown below: 

 

After a period of experimentation, she offered a mixed review: 

When I discussed the Aerograden with my former dentist a          
few years ago, he LOVED the idea and immediately bought it           
for his family. He says his three young sons love it. It's a             
great way to learn about seeds. He uses it to grow herbs --             
including cilantro which is his favorite. However, I found that          
the Aerogarden took too long to grow the salads I wanted.           
So, I stopped using it and don't recommend it, although          
others may like it. 
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She later turned to sprouting and found this to be a more effective             
method for her, which she discussed in an article for Natural           
Blaze, “Grow Organic Food Naturally at Home.” 

There is a wide variety of sprouts and a number of ways to             
grow them. It’s a fun project and a great way for kids to learn              
about gardening... 

You can sprout nuts, seeds, beans, and grains. With just one           
sprouter in just one week, you can sprout enough food for           
one person for a week. Store the sprouts in the refrigerator           
for 2-3 days or much longer in the freezer… 

The Kitchen Crop VKP1200 Deluxe Kitchen Seed Sprouter        
($21) on the left below comes with one ounce of alfalfa           
seeds. The square, stackable Gardens Alive sprouter ($10)        
shown below is easy to use. It comes with two trays, but you             
can add up to four additional trays and grow several different           
varieties at once. 
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There are many other similar low-cost options that are available at           
Amazon. 

The OGarden is a larger option, though not cheap at $750, but as             
Neenah states, it has “fully automatic watering and lighting that          
allow you to effortlessly grow more than 20 types of organic seeds            
and produce up to 90 vegetables, fruits, and/or herbs at the same            
time.”  

It also looks like a home appliance that you can add to your             
laundry area: 
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Simply put the seed cups in the nursery cupboard and press           
start. Three weeks later, transfer the plant to the wheel. After           
30-40 days, your produce will be ready to harvest. Since          
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there are 90 spots, with a good rotation, you can have 2-4            
large vegetables a day — every day. 

You can create 30 plant rotations and have continuous         
harvest all-year round.  

Recent events have further motivated Neenah to revitalize a         
website that she created years ago as a repository of the best            
information for urban gardeners with limited space. Visit Urban         
Garden Revolution.  

Also see the video: Top 5 Smart Indoor Gardening Kits 

For those who have a bit more time, and also want to feel the              
earth by getting closer to nurturing their food, square foot          
gardening is a great way to go for a balcony or terrace. In Issue              
39 of Counter Markets, Jeff Paul highlighted the outstanding         
best-selling book by Mel Bartholemew, Square Foot Gardening,        
as a helpful guide. Mel is the founder of this system of growing             
and his website is the single best resource for ongoing tips and            
tricks for beginners and advanced gardeners on how to structure          
and maximize your small-space food production. This can be set          
up on the ground or raised. 
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Another New Yorker has a cool blog I came across called 66            
Square Feet with some amazing photos and tricks that she has           
accumulated and published in her own books over her years of           
trial and error.  

 

Cobble Hill, Brooklyn 
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Harlem 

Other strategies for limited space include the various methods of          
vertical farming (here are 20 DIY ideas), container farming (see          
here) and even windowsill boxes if need be (here are 11 good            
ideas).  
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Source 

But perhaps the best example of maximizing one’s urban         
environment comes from Pasadena just outside of Los Angeles,         
another area that is seeing people flee in droves. How about           
growing 6,000 pounds of food on a ¼ of an acre?  

The concept of homesteading is often lost on those who believe           
that many acres are needed to achieve this level of          
self-sufficiency. The Dervaes family proves it isn’t so. Their site          
Urban Homestead is an ongoing chronicle of their journey, as well           
as an educational portal for achieving this level of self-reliance.          
Naturally, this will take far more time than many people might           
have right now, but it proves that it can be done. It also could be               
the difference that sets your property apart from your real estate           
competitors. 
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Satellite view, outlined in red 
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Any of these methods, whether large or small, are better than           
relying on the current state of the food supply chain as your only             
means of sustenance. It’s also a perfect tactic for showcasing the           
versatility of your real estate. Even if you plan on taking some of             
your setup with you, it will be a clear demonstration of how your             
home can be optimized, while reinforcing a much-needed trend         
toward self-reliance – and capitalizing on it along the way. 

Do you have your own urban setup or small-scale home food           
production? Please share your journey and tips with our         
subscriber-only private Telegram mastermind group.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

 
 
Bitcoin prices remained relatively calm last month, especially        
given the volatility we’re seeing in the equities markets recently.          
Prices started off around $9,400 last month, and peaked at about           
$10,100 a few days into the month. After that, it was a slow and              
steady drift lower to about the $9,300 level that we’re at today.  
 
The $10K mark is an important psychological barrier for Bitcoin,          
one that has been wrestled with many times in the past. The price             
tends to break through it briefly, then it pulls back into the            
$8500-$10K range and consolidates. Once we see a convincing         
move higher, one that breaks through $10K and consolidates         
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higher like in the $11,500-$12K range, we’ll likely see a lot more            
action to the upside.  
 
On the news front, we came across an article from Business Wire            
that surveyed a pool of institutional money managers. Looking at          
the responses, over 90% of them surveyed said they expect to           
allocate at least 0.5% of their firm’s capital to digital assets in the             
next 5 years. While this may not seem like much, in reality it’s             
hundreds of billions of dollars that would make its way into Bitcoin            
and other cryptocurrencies.  
 
The reason for their interest isn’t just the growth potential, it’s that            
Bitcoin is an uncorrelated asset. Stocks and bonds tend to move           
in opposite directions. Stocks and gold tend to as well. So money            
managers make sure to have exposure across the board, that          
way they can minimize losses and reduce volatility. With Bitcoin          
being in a new asset class that’s uncorrelated with the existing           
assets, adding it to a portfolio actually lessens the overall risk of            
that portfolio. Money managers know this, and are in the process           
of adding cryptocurrencies to their portfolios currently.  
 
On the consumer side there’s been mention of PayPal and          
Venmo adding Bitcoin support for their users. While Bitcoin is          
more of a competing payment protocol, PayPal must see that          
companies like Square are bringing in tons of new users, and tons            
of revenue, from offering cryptocurrency usage to their users.         
PayPal and its subsidiary Venmo have tens of millions of loyal           
users, and adding the ability to buy cryptocurrency via credit card           
or existing cash balance to that user pool would generate very           
significant profits from transaction fees. While nothing is        
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confirmed at this point, if this does move forward it would           
definitely introduce millions of potential users to Bitcoin.  
 
Long term the story remains in place here. Increased ease of use            
and backing from familiar payment processors will drive consumer         
usage. In addition, increased demand for an uncorrelated asset,         
along with the ability to collect massive transaction fees will drive           
usage on the institutional side. As demand picks up on both sides,            
the price of the fixed supply will continue to climb higher and            
higher.  
 
For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days. 

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver prices stayed pretty steady last month, consolidating        
between $17.40 and $18.25. The market is still working off that           
20% jump we saw in May. A move like that in silver is massive,              
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and last time it happened it took about 3 months of treading water             
before the next move got underway. Last month, prices started off           
just above $18, dropped to about $17.40, then moved back up to            
just above $18 again. Gold on the other hand saw a nice steady             
increase all month long, so the flight to safety is still well under             
way it seems.  

 
Premiums on physical silver coins are finally starting to drop, as           
the supply crunch is no longer in effect. Online dealers and           
gold/silver shops once again have coins available for retail         
purchase. Inventories aren’t as deep as they once were, but for           
the average buyer you should be able to get what you need. Last             
month the premium to spot on silver coins was about 50%; today            
it’s about 25%, so a pretty serious drop. Once they return to the             
10% range, then buying physical silver makes sense again.  
 
Had you bought some American eagles last month when silver          
was trading at $18, you would have paid about $27 per coin. That             
same coin now is trading at $23-$24, while the price of silver            
hasn’t moved much at all. This is the reason we don’t suggest            
anyone pay these premiums, they’re simply too high, and the          
losses you sustain on the premiums eventually returning to         
normal could outweigh any gains you make on the silver price           
appreciating.  
 
Aside from short-term price movements, the reasons for owning         
gold and silver are growing every day. Government spending,         
stimulus, and the Federal Reserve’s printing presses are all in          
overdrive. The government has firmly committed to printing its         
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way out of this crisis, no matter what the consequences are.           
Inflation hasn’t shown up too much yet, but many think it’s simply            
a matter of time. When you flood an economy with extra cash that             
already has a reduced supply of goods and services, the typical           
result is the remaining goods and services get bid up. We’re           
already seeing the signs with grocery prices, real estate, and          
even equities markets. As the printing presses continue, gold and          
silver both should be on your radar as a way to preserve wealth             
and maintain your buying power.  
 
Looking at silver prices relative to gold, the gold/silver ratio today           
sits at 97, which is still very high by historical standards. It peaked             
over 100 a couple of months ago, but the long-term average is            
about 60. So, relative to gold, silver is still the far better bargain.  
 
If you can get your hands on any coins or bullion at a reasonable              
premium (7-10% above spot), then go for it. If you’re seeing           
premiums in the 30% or more range, that’s not the time to be a              
buyer. If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want           
exposure to any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV –            
both trade just as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
Once silver premiums return to normal, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (August 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

When Vehicles and Medicine Collide – The Future of the 
Autonomous “Safety Narrative” 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Rise of the Artist and Craftsman 

WEALTH 

The Debt Snowball: Reversing Your Negative Savings 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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